Severe Storms Possible Tues/Wed

While thunderstorms are expected Tuesday with a marginal severe chance for southeast AL and points north, the main severe impacts will be Wednesday into Thursday. For Wednesday, a warm front will be draped from west to east somewhere along the coastline to inland into AL/GA. The greater severe threat will be south of this.

• **Main hazards:** Isolated damaging winds, a few tornadoes, and hail are all possible with these storms.

• **Main impacts:** sporadic tree and power line damage with the strongest storms

Severe Threat on Thursday

An area of low pressure moves east across the area Thursday and this will push the warm front north through the day. This will spread the severe weather threat further inland and cover much of the area.

• **Main hazards:** Isolated damaging winds, a few tornadoes, and hail are all possible with these storms.

• **Main impacts:** sporadic tree and power line damage with the strongest storms
Rainfall Forecast

- Multiple days of rain across the tri-state region will bring widespread rainfall amounts of 2 to 5 inches across the area.

- The heaviest rainfall will likely be centered over inland regions. Isolated amounts up to 8 inches are possible. The heaviest rain is likely to fall Tuesday night through Thursday.

- There is still uncertainty on where the heaviest rain will fall.

River Outlook

- Widespread rainfall amounts of 3 to 5 inches across the headwaters of many area rivers is expected to keep river levels running above normal, with many likely to remain in flood.

- Heavier rainfall could bring some rivers to moderate flooding, especially across central GA along the Flint River.

- Additional information can be found in the hydrologic outlook. It is available here
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